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1 of 1 review helpful Great fantasy less than perfect Kindle transcription By J Sexton I ve let this review roll around in 
my head for a bit as I absorbed what it meant to me This book was a hard read because it explored evil both deliberate 
and casual It explored love and responsibility as did the first two books in the series It also looked at what it means to 
be apart from God to not be able to hear Him in your li The haunting conclusion of a magnificent fantasy trilogy which 
began with nbsp Damiano nbsp and continued with nbsp Damiano rsquo s Lute Set against the turbulent backdrop of 
the Italian Renaissance this alternate history takes place in a world where real faith based magic exists Weakened by 
his contact with mortals the Archangel Raphael falls prey to his brother Lucifer who strips him of his angelic powers 
Sold in the Moorish slave About the Author R A MacAvoy is a highly acclaimed author of imaginative and original 
science fiction and fantasy novels Her debut novel Tea with the Black Dragon won the John W Campbell Award for 
Best New Writer She has also written the Damiano trilogy 
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